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Where does a design concept take the shape of a three
dimensional entity on ground?
Where do a few lines of a drawing assume an everlasting
meaning?
Where can a bunch of calculations and assumptions make
men and machines work miracles?
Where do earth, stone, bricks, water and steel seamlessly
weave magic?
Welcome to the world of Construction Engineering…
This issue of TCExpression is dedicated to the Construction
Business Unit (CNBU) of TCE.

Gain insights into CNBU’s consulting strategies and grab
glimpses of the challenges & successes of this unique business
unit. Read on to discover the onsite and offsite adventures of
TCEites…
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Corporate Communiqué

A year ago the TCExpression team had started on a clean canvas. There was an idea.
There were people who had enthusiasm. There was a will.
One year later, there is contentment in the idea having been translated into
TCExpression. Four successful editions, one each quarter; an inspired editorial team
and many more eager to contribute. We have expanding readership and accolades as
feedback. We have a surfeit of content as contribution, all of which cannot find space
in the final publication. TCExpression has now arrived.
This is an outcome of a self belief, a trait that TCEites are known to have carried
through five decades.
There is also a self belief today in the Gen Y and Gen X at TCE that make a fine
balance of our work ethos. A self belief that is essential to be able to address newer
challenges arising out of continual changes in technology and markets as a priority.
So, TCE, like a living organism, will need to continually adapt and transform to
responsively metamorphosise into the desired form to sustain its competitiveness. A
form that makes it more and more agile; a form that enables it to continually develop
newer capabilities; a form that helps it to maintain its values amidst rapid growth; a
form that makes it a suitor to domestic and international customers.
TCExpression has a pivotal role here in providing us with an avenue for self
expression - A Voice of TCEites, a Voice in unison, a Voice that heralds a promising
future ahead!
I look forward to your continued patronage to TCExpression as we commemorate the
TCExpression anniversary.
Rakesh Gupta

Senior Executive Vice President – Corporate Affairs
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Standalone construction
related services

Engineering &
Construction services
soliciting in-house
domain expertise

Shared services for all
TCE business units by
managing the
construction aspect

Safety services
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Customer
Relationship
Management
Schedule
Management
Resource
Management
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Safety
Administration
Site Safety
Index
Severity
Index
Frequency
Rate
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At Tata Steel (TSL), Jamshedpur, before heating up of the
Coke Oven Battery we had 20,167 balance activities
identified to be completed in a time span of 90 days.
Dividing the task into 22 different packages with team
leaders from Tata Steel, TCE and L&T, we are on a war
footing. Being mentored by Mr.R.P.Singh (Advisor to MD,
TSL) and rigorously reviewed by the top management in
TCE, I shall always cherish the thrill and challenge of
hurtling towards the finish line.

As a Graduate Engineer Trainee in 2007, I was involved in
the “Replacement of a Turbine driven Boiler Feed Pump to a
Motor Driven Boiler Feed pump” in a Captive Power Plant.
My first encounter with practical engineering comprised of
assisting my seniors , studying construction drawings, making
daily notes of learning's and sharing knowledge with my
colleagues . I was intrigued by the translation of Power Plant
engineering theories into real-life applications.
Work spanning various projects in TCE has furnished me with
analytical skills and methodical thinking techniques which
allow me to transform good ideas into great real-life
applications.
I hope to make my wonderful contributions in making the
nation and world a better place to live (and work). I am sure,
as a TCEite, working under and alongside the brightest minds
in the engineering industry can help turn my aspirations into a
reality.
Presently I am involved in the capacity expansion project for
Tata Pigments Limited which is motivating me to develop
both technical, problem solving and management skills. The
two most important life skills that TCE’s work environment has
bestowed on me are self confidence and self motivation…
Thank You TCE!
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The ground breaking ceremony is symbolic of the beginning which is going to change
the way the client organization operates from that day onwards. Whether it is an
expansion plan or an all-new facility, the organization is all set to transform its
strategy towards a better tomorrow.

Site Insights

ushers in change.

TCE with its motto “engineering a better tomorrow” walks that change journey with
the client in planning and building the future. This exciting journey from ground
breaking to commissioning is what every construction project embarks on with a
promise to deliver.
This section captures a few projects that CNBU has delivered with pride.
Turn the page and catch a few glimpses of the site saga.
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The Nuclear Energy Programme in India
has been visualized to grow in three
phases. Phase I consisting of
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors
(PHWR) utilizing proven reserves of
natural uranium in the country. Phases
II & III with Fast Breeder Reactors (FBR)
for enhanced power generation
sustained for a period of 500 years.
The PFBR (Prototype FBR) is the
forerunner of the second stage of
India’s nuclear programme and
represents the commencement of the
commercial phase of India’s nuclear
power programme. TCE is currently
associated with the construction and
operation of a 500MWe PFBR with
which India will be demonstrating its
techno-commercial viability.

What is the present scenario in the Nuclear Power
Industry in India?
The nuclear power industry is all set to shape the future of
a power hungry India. With unit energy costs vying to
attain parity with conventional energy sources, it won’t be
long before nuclear energy assumes a larger role in closing
the demand supply gap. The two public sector
organizations NPCIL (Nuclear Power Corporation of India
ltd.) & BHAVINI can approach the Government of India for
flagging off new projects where the unit energy cost will be
at par with the conventional sources of energy.
Technology wise, the present scenario is quiet conducive
for indigenous nuclear reactors. There are no hurdles or
hiccups in the installation of indigenous reactors as the
entire design, manufacturing, construction, quality
assurance, commissioning, operation and maintenance
capabilities are harnessed within the country. Imported
reactors also have a great possibility owing to the large gap
between the demand and supply of electricity in the
country.
What is the plan of future fast breeder reactors (FBRs)?
What will be the capacity addition from these reactors in
the next 15 years?
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Six fast reactors of 500 MWe capacity each are planned to
be built after the completion of the prototype fast breeder
reactor.

N.Selvaraj, Construction
Manager, CNBU-TCE grabs
some time from
Dr. Prabhath Kumar, CMD,
Bharatiya Nabhikiya
Vidyut Nigam Ltd.
(BHAVINI), to solicit his
views on the present and
future of the Nuclear
Power Industry in India.

From the year 2027 metallic fuel fast breeder reactor will be introduced in
the grid. These reactors will be of 1000MWe Capacity. Thus the country will
add a total capacity of 4500MWe, in the next 15 years.
TCE has been a long time partner in the Indian Nuclear Programme. TCE has
also played a vital role in design and construction management for PFBR.
Our association can surely continue with TCE maintaining its competitive
edge in the technological and commercial areas.
How was your experience with TCE on this project?
TCE has provided valuable contribution in PFBR. Every interaction with TCE
professionals has been enriching.
Do you have any specific suggestions for TCE?
It is important to remain technologically advanced and TCE must continue to
expose their professionals to the latest technical innovations and advanced
& newer materials. TCE should also continue to make strides in the field of
economical design.
Your message for the readers of TCExpression?
Tata is a name which has earned great respect in the corporate world. Tata
group companies are recognized for their ethical and value based
businesses. TCE’s contribution to the Indian Nuclear Industry has been
significant over the past decades. I am sure it is a matter of pride for
members of the Tata family to be a part of such an esteemed fraternity.
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Business Brief
400kV Switching Station at Ghatkopar (East)
and 440/220/110/33kV Receiving Station at
Vikhroli.
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Global Glimpses
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Voice of Victory

Training Tracker

-

Information Booklets
Presentation on business etiquette
Audio visual on host country
Web link for Self assessment,
knowledge articles, queries and
challenges
- Flag stand bearing Indian flag and
host country flag
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Lighter Liaisons

CONSTRUCTART
An exclusive contest for CNBU TCEites
Soil, bricks or cement bags
Reinforcement bars or wood shavings
Construction drawings or insulation wires
Tools, nails, hinges and more
Were the medium of expression
For TCExpression…
TCExpression announced a contest for all
CNBU TCEites. The contest invited
participants to form teams and create artwork
from materials available at site &/or site office
aligning to one or more the following
concepts:
Safety at Site
Building & Bonding
Building the Future

The team from the TCE-SEZ site at Trivandrum emerged as the
winner. The winning team members P. Sathesh Kumar
Sivaramakrishna Maruppaka & Ishahuddin Shaikh used Scrap
Concrete cubes and site safety gear to lay stress on safety at site.

R S Badrinath
Swapnil Bhat
Aniruddha Chowdhury
Vijay Mathur
S K Vimalanandh
from MVML Chankan
Pune, pose nest to the
wind car which
symbolises the future
applications of
renewable energy.
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Nilesh Mhatre
Nitin Darekar
Kiran Nichant
Balamurugan M
& Ritesh Patil
from MVML Chankan
Pune, stay afloat
ontheir potable boat
made by used / scrap
construction material
to be used for the
supervision and
checking of ongoing
construction of
concrete dam

Deb Kalyan Das, Sudipta Ghosal
& A Murali Krishnan from TCS
Bhubaneswar Site display a
globe rotating with the support
of TCE.

Seven site teams put together
awe inspiring entries from
myriad site locations
(Trivandrum, Tuticurin, Pune,
Bhubaneswar & Mahul).
The selection panel consisted of
Mr. J P Haran, MD and
Mr. Rakesh Gupta, Sr. EVP.

Lighter Liaisons

Avinash R Soundankar
Gulam G Khan
Nitin Borse
Krunal G Dabhelwala &
Venkateswara Rao Kolusu
from Bharat Petroleum Mumbai
Refinery, Mahul display office
stationery made from waste
construction material in an
attempt to recycle & reuse to
build a eco-friendly future.

Selva Kumara Lingam
V, Sivasankar T V
and Yuvaraja A from
TCS Trivandrum Site
display a brick
arrangement depicting
the future of TCE.

M Ravisankar, M Vinoth, V Mayilavan & N
Thyagarajan from CEPL Tuticurin Site watch as a
crane lifts the artwork depicting TCE.
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Creative Clique

Whenever I sense nothing can happen to me
An Injury hurt me on the top
I wonder,
A head covering could have prevented it.
Whenever I consider nothing can occur
Spines pierce my foot
I ponder,
A shield sole could have averted it.
Whenever I believe nothing can hurt my insides
Diarrhea loved to stay with me
I meditate,
Clean water could have healed it.
Whenever I think nothing can get through to me
An unpleasant fall cracked my body
I explore,
A firm blockade could have averted it.

Whenever I feel nothing can stop my sight
A scary tiny burning ball contacted my eye
I realise
A reflector could have spurned it.
Whenever I assume nothing can go wrong
Whenever I imagine nothing can affect me
Whenever I reflect nothing can crop up
Wherever there is a chance to be bunged up
I now adopt the 3 ‘R’ s
I redirect my rivals, I realise & rationalize
Safety is a tradition
and a path for growth
For someone like me ...To reach his goals...

Vagrancies of Medal Winning
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Insight to the Universe
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Creative Clique

You carried me in your arms,
From the time I was born,
The happiness I sought from that warmth,
Made me feel contended and safe , dusk and dawn,
When a little toddler I used to be,
I curled up close to your chest,
What pleasure the sound of your heartbeat gave me!
I felt so safe and protected, and was sure I could calmly rest.
When I grew up a bit,
And asked you for dolls and play sets,
Of course I got what I wanted, every single play kit,
None of those dolls I will ever forget.
I’ll never forget those happy times we spent together,
The places we travelled far and wide,
Those precious moments are in my mind tethered,
Those are memories, never to be kept aside.

Letting Go…

And of course, my joy knew no bounds,
When I was gifted that wonderful telescope,
It was as if the greatest treasure in the world I had found,
In the field of space science, to achieve success, rose my hopes.
Those few minutes everyday at night,
We stood out there with my telescope, locating a star,
Which were to me, some of the most wonderful sights,
As you showed my each one, twinkling from afar,
To watch craters on the moon,
I always pulled you away from watching T.V.,
And gladly you came real soon,
To see a smile on my face, to make me happy.

II Jai Mata Di II
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But now they are nothing but precious memories,
Of my moments with you,
And these I’ll take with me, throughout my life, merrily,
Now there won’t be anymore, as I have to say,
Goodbye, I’ve always loved you.
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Corporate Sustainability
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Reader’s Recall

―
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Technovation

Hard Hat Humour

I am so used to safety
precautions that I don’t even
remove my helmet at home…

Karthik B
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Concept and Management: TCE Corporate Communications

Feedback / Suggestions – Welcome to TCExpression@tce.co.in
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